Technology, Briarcliff Manor, USA Keywords Image-guided endoscopy Á Electro-magnetic (EM) tracking Á Endoscope calibration Á Virtual navigation Á Minimally invasive therapy Purpose This paper presents results of calibrating an electromagnetic (EM) tracked endoscopy system. EM guided endoscopy has been used for many applications such as colonoscopy, bronchoscopy and laparoscopy. These applications involve tracking the tip of the endoscope (see Fig. 1a ) using an EM position sensor in order to associate the location of the endoscope with pre-operative CT images and display the fused images to the clinician. These fused images can then provide guidance information such as sites of targets for intervention or pre-operative plans that are not visible in the endoscopic image alone. A key requirement of this data integration is calibration of the tracked endoscope, a process to measure intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the viewing camera, so that registered real (endoscopic video output) and virtual images (perspective volume rendering generated from the same view as the endoscope camera using pre-operative images) are displayed accurately and updated simultaneously (Fig. 1b) . Methods Our calibration process is based on Tsai's algorithm and involves the use of a phantom with known geometric properties. The phantom is spatially tracked by an EM reference tracker (rigidly attached at the rear part of the phantom) and imaged by Pentax EB 1570 endoscope video camera (see Fig. 2 ). The endoscope wired with a rigidly attached tracker is placed on a long bench and is held in a fixture which permits three axes of adjustment (translation along the camera x-and y-axis, and rotation about the camera z-axis). The calibration phantom consists of a 2D test pattern placed on the same bench that allows free sliding along the long axis (z-axis) of the bench. The test pattern is a checkerboard of alternating 5 mm-by-5 mm white and black squares. An algorithm integrating Canny edge detection and curvature local maxima estimation was implemented to extract image coordinates for the test points (corners of black squares).
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We implemented Tsai's mono-view multi-plane (non-coplanar) calibration algorithm: the camera pose is fixed and the test pattern at the +30°tilt (about the camera x-axis) is moved to several z-axis positions. At each position, three sets of data are collected: a snapshot from the endoscopic video output, tracking data from the reference tracker, and tracking data from the endoscope tracker (which is set as world reference frame). From these collected data, 3D world coordinates and 2D image coordinates of the test points are correlated and used as the needed input for calibration algorithm.
The output of this calibration procedure consists of intrinsic parameters that determine the internal camera's geometric and optical features (including focal length, aspect ratio, center of projection and lens distortion parameters) and extrinsic parameters that involve a rigid transformation from world coordinates (in this case, the endoscope tracker coordinates) to camera coordinates.
Results
To validate the accuracy of the calibration, the grid pattern was arbitrarily positioned and tilted in three dimensions, and we used the estimated intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to test each individual test grid placed arbitrarily in 3D space. The calibration accuracy, measured by image plane error and object space error, is demonstrated in Table 1 . We define the image plane error, e i , as the 2D distance between a forward projected (estimated) test point and a real image test point. We define the object space error, e p , as the shortest distance between a 3D test point and the back-projected ray from a real 2D image test point. As depicted in Table 1 , the mean image plane error is 2.12 ± 0.38 pixel; the mean object space error is 0.32 ± 0.07 mm. The system performs robustly with different orientations and locations of the calibration pattern. Conclusion A prerequisite for real-time electromagnetic estimation of the endoscope camera pose is the correct calibration of the endoscope with respect to the EM tracker attached to it. The calibration platform we designed is versatile and portable. In preliminary validation studies, Fig. 1 a Close-up of the distal end of an EM-tracked endoscope showing the light source, camera, working channel, and two EM position sensors. b Sample view of navigated bronchoscopy in which a real endoscopic image (left) is combined with a virtual image (right) generated by perspective volume rendering from a pre-operative CT volume in lung. The registered virtual image is generated by placing the rendering camera at the same pose as that of the endoscope, according to the calibrated EM position sensing of the endoscope tip Fig. 2 A diagram of the designed calibration unit. Two 5 degree-offreedom (DOF) miniature sensors are bundled to the tip of endoscope. One 6 DOF sensor is attached to the rear of the calibration phantom we demonstrated that the calibration approach is accurate and reliable, and insensitive to the location and rotational orientations of the endoscope (with respect to the object to be imaged). The calibration platform described in this paper can be used for any endoscopy systems (e.g. colonoscopy, bronchoscopy and laparoscopy) that require EM tracking and virtual navigation guidance. College of Biomedical Engineering and Instrument Science, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China Keywords Virtual gastroscopy Á Lesion marking Á Gastric cancer Purpose Survival expectation in gastric cancer depends strictly on its stage. Early gastric cancers are curable lesions, with 5-year survival rates of more than 90% [1] . Therefore, early detection and follow-up examinations of premalignant lesions by gastroscopy, enabling an early diagnosis of cancer, will increase the survival rate significantly. Traditionally, tissue staining is used to mark the subtle lesions or area of previous biopsies [2] . While doing follow-up examinations, it helps surgeons find the target accurately in a short time and ease the patient's distress. But the staining agent injected into the gastric wall as tattoos may mark the specific sites permanently (such as India ink) [3] , which would make patient feel uncomfortable both physically and mentally.
Now virtual gastroscopy becomes a useful 3D tool for the detection of early gastric cancer [4] , which helps surgeons detect lesions as well as physical endoscopy. To assist the follow-up examinations for patient with gastric cancer in an accurate and less discomfortable way, a new system for gastroscope tracking and tattoos positioning has been studied. An ultra-tine magnetic tracker is utilized to get the real-time location of the endoscope, which helps surgeons mark lesions in a virtual 3D stomach model with spatial coordination, instead of tissue tattoo on patient's stomach. Mori et al. [5] used the similar tracker in bronchoscope tracking. They did consider the deformation of the bronchus caused by breathing motion, and computed a non-rigid transformation of tracker outputs and bronchial trees in the matching process. However, bronchus contains C-shaped cartilage rings, which give the bronchus rigidity. Stomach is a non-rigid organ made of smooth muscle, which has strong peristalsis periodically. Compared with gastric motility, bronchus' deformation caused by breathing motion is small. It is harder to track the accurate position of gastroscope during the examination. Our aim is to develop a virtual gastroscopy system with augment reality. By tracking the gastroscope's location and considering gastric motility, the system can match the inner view of 3D gastric model and the view of physical gastroscope accurately. It will make surgeons locate lesions easily. In this paper a part of research works have been done are introduced. Method To track the gastroscope, a real-time magnetic tracking device (3D Guidance MedSafe, Ascension) is used in the system. It includes a tracker which is a sensor of diameter 1.5 mm, a flat transmitter, and an electronics unit with multiple interfaces to host computers. The ultra-tine sensor is attached at the tip of a gastroscope. This tracking device outputs a set of six degree-of-freedom information (three in position and three in orientation) about gastroscope's location.
The actual procedure mainly consists of two steps. Firstly, rebuilding 3D stomach model consists of three steps.
(1) The stomach region is extracted by segmentation of pre-operative CT images via thresholds based on gray-level; an interactive segmentation algorithm is applied to shorten segmentation time. (2) Region growing algorithm groups pixels with same value into a complete region. (3) According to the segmentation result, 3D surface mesh model of the inner wall of stomach is generated by using VTK.
Secondly, during the course of gastroscopy, gastroscope's current location can be obtained by tracking device. Using this location information, pre-operative CT images' pixel and slice spacing, a rigid-transformation matrix can be computed. This matrix shows a relationship between the coordinate systems of pre-operative CT images and the tracker. Thus, instead of directly marked on patient's stomach, lesions found can be marked in the virtual 3D stomach model, during a gastroscopy. The recorded position in the spatial coordinate, using in the follow-up examinations, will reduce operation time and patient's distress greatly.
We have completed the coordinate transformation and virtual marker recorded functions (Fig. 1 ). This is a preliminary system. The next research work is to generate a navigation path automatically. This system will be tested by using a stomach phantom later. Conclusion This preliminary system is based on a stomach model without considering any peristalsis. We will continue to research into a dynamic surface model of the inner wall of human stomach based on gastroscopic video. Image based rendering methods that is developed rapidly in the filed of virtual reality will be introduced. While the Retinal microsurgery is an example of the requirement for micronlevel maneuvers. The manipulation of vitreoretinal structures inside the eye poses enormous challenges, due to tissue delicacy, surgical inaccessibility, suboptimal visualization, and the potential for irreversible tissue damage resulting from unintentional movement. Also, it is found that majority of the manipulation are usually below the threshold of human perception. Creating a force sensing surgical instrument that measures the forces directly at the tool tip poses great challenges due to the interactions between the tool shaft and the sclerotomy opening. These considerations led us to develop force sensing tool which could be mounted along the portion of the tool shaft inside the eye. We present the design and analysis of a force measurement device that senses distal forces interior to the sclera using 10 mm long, 160 lm diameter Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) strain sensors embedded in a 0.5 mm diameter tool shaft. The conceptual design is shown in Fig. 1 . Methods To mimic 25 gauge ophthalmic instruments, a 50 mm long Titanium wire with 0.5 mm diameter was prepared as the tool shaft. Titanium was selected to provide the tool the necessary toughness and flexibility to allow maximal strain and increased sensitivity. To integrate the FBG optical fiber into the shaft, square section channels (160 9 160 lm) were machined into the surface along shaft's axial direction. Calibration was performed on a 1-DOF prototype to determine the relationship between the applied force at the tool tip and the corresponding wavelength reading from the FBG strain sensors. From the calibration results, we conclude that the force resolution is adequate to meet the design goal of 0.25 mN. The concept was extended to a 2-DOF force sensing tool to measure the force in the transverse plane. Additionally, we provide an algorithm developed to cancel the influence of environmental temperature fluctuations.
We evaluated the behavior of the 2-DOF force sensing tool in a temperature varying environment. A dramatic wavelength shift can be observed in individual FBG sensor readings, while the calculated force is unaffected and the calculated angle of applied force remained the same during the whole thermal loading process. It can be concluded that the obtained calibration matrix works very well to evaluate the 2-D force at the tool tip and the algorithm removes the temperature influence effectively. With this force sensing tool, a customized hook was built and attached, as shown in Fig. 2 . The tool was re-calibrated to verify the calibration matrix. To simulate a common clinical task, epiretinal membrane peeling, we peeled and measured the force generated during peeling of the inner shell membrane (ISM) of 12-day-old chicken embryo and 3-week-old raw egg. The preliminary results show the various force profiles involved in membrane peeling collected and displayed in real time. This capability will allow us to monitor tool-to-tissue interaction forces in future membrane peeling experiments. In addition, two experienced surgeons tested both membrane models and favored the raw egg as a good model for epiretinal membrane.
Conclusion
This paper has reported a new family of force sensing microsurgical instruments. With microsurgery compatible profile and the capability to provide force information, the novel tool has great potential to improve surgical training and performance in retinal microsurgery.
Since the active element of the FBG sensor (10 mm long) is embedded near the tip of the tool and is completely inside of the eye (25 mm diameter) during intraocular tissue manipulation task, the tool-to-sclera interaction forces do not affect the sensor readings.
Other advantages associated with our force sensing approach include immunity to electrical noise, MRI compatibility, relatively easy to interface and sterilize. Its robustness and versatility due to size are ideal for microsurgical applications. With the 2-DOF sensing instrument presented here, we plan to begin a much more extensive series of studies to measure baseline tool-to-tissue forces during simulated and actual retinal procedures, as well as to develop sensory substitution and force-based robotic virtual fixtures for assisting the surgeon in carrying out these tasks. Examples of the former would include auditory or visual force cues (e.g., on a surgical microscope display). Examples of the latter include force servoing and force limiting behaviors to improve safety. Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya, Japan 2 School of Medicine, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan Keywords Force measurement Á Trocar insertion Á Laparoscopic surgery Á Training system Purpose In recent years, laparoscopic surgery is performed as a kind of minimally invasive surgery and the number of cases increases. Endoscopic surgery has many advantages to the patient, but it needs advanced technique to the doctor. So an effective training method of medical skill is required for the surgeon. The main treatment is performed by forceps under watching the image of the endoscope, but a cylindrical instrument called trocar must be inserted into the abdominal wall before inserting an endoscope or forceps. Inserting trocar is the first process in endoscopic surgery.
Trocar is an instrument for inserting surgical instruments into peritoneal cavity through abdominal wall. It supports for insertion and operation of the endoscope and forceps. Bladeless trocar is one type of trocar. Its edge is made of plastic and transparent without metal blades. Since a trocar is inserted as plastic blade (tissue separator) tears tissue, bleeding is slight and a trocar hardly falls out. It has high safety in insertion because it can be inserted watching the images with endoscope.
The optical inserting method is one of the methods of inserting trocar. This method is using the bladeless trocar with an endoscope. There are features that this method is high safety to insert it while seeing the endoscopic image and possible in a short insertion time compared with the general open method. But it is difficult to learn inserting its skills. Because it is the complicate skill which include the way of moving the hand, the way of applying the force, and the way of watching the image.
The training using virtual reality technology is different from the training using animals or dummy models. The virtual training system has many advantages. The virtual system can train many cases repeatedly and can experience failure case. So some virtual surgery training systems were developed. To improve the presence in the virtual training system, the virtual patient model is need. Then, we aim to develop the virtual training system of inserting trocar that is guide that inserts the endoscope and the forceps for endoscopic surgery. In this study, we developed the measurement system and measured the trocar inserting force in laparoscopic surgery to human. Methods In this study, in order to develop the virtual trocar insertion training system, we developed the trocar inserting motion measurement system for laparoscopic surgery. Figure 1 shows the measurement system overview. In this system, the position and posture data of the trocar were measured by using 3D motion tracking system (FAST-RAK, Polhemus) and force and torque data were measured by using 6DOF force sensor (NANO sensor 5/4, BL Autotech, Ltd.). Because the FASTRAK is using magnetic field, the transmitter was located far from surgical bed. Figure 2 shows the picture of developed measurement trocar with sensors. The neck part of the trocar was cut and force sensor was installed. FASTRAK receiver was fixed on the plastic stick and it was inserted in bladeless trocar. Its length was 340 mm. Developed measurement trocar could not use with endoscope. So initial trocar was inserted using normal optical view method. Second and third time inserting force were measured while watching the endoscopic image in the abdominal cavity. Results After we get agreement of a medical ethics board and get informed consent from the all patients, we measured the trocar inserting motion data in the real operation by using the developed measurement system. Ten inserting force data were measured from five patients. First patient was 63-year-old male and BMI was 18.9. Second patient was 54-year-old male and BMI was 21.0. Third patient was 67-year-old male and BMI was 19.6. Fourth patient was 38-year-old female and BMI was 27.6. Fifth patient was 69-year-old male and BMI was 24.7. Figure 3 shows the third inserted force data to the second patient. He was slim and healthy. So the large insertion force and many rotating motion were need. Figure 4 shows the third inserted force data to the third patient. Because he was using many steroid drug in treatment, his abdominal wall was very fragile. So the inserting force was small and inserting time was short. The biggest inserting force was 84 N and the smallest inserting force was 32 N. The longest inserting time was 25 s and the shortest inserting time was 7 s.
In order to develop the trocar inserting motion training system, we developed the trocar inserting motion measurement system for the laparoscopic surgery and measured the force and motion data in the operation. Ten inserting force data were measured from five patients. From now on, we will apply it to development of the training system and evaluate of the skill. 
